
1.    PROBLEM1.    PROBLEM
No sounds when I shoot the gun.No sounds when I shoot the gun.

1.    ANSWER1.    ANSWER
Madness uses 'application memory' to load all of the pictures and sounds that it needs to Madness uses 'application memory' to load all of the pictures and sounds that it needs to 
fire a weapon.fire a weapon.
Chances are, the application you are attempting to shoot holes into does not have enough Chances are, the application you are attempting to shoot holes into does not have enough 
of it's own memory to support all of the pictures and sounds required.      of it's own memory to support all of the pictures and sounds required.      

The way around this is to manually increase the amount of available memory an applicationThe way around this is to manually increase the amount of available memory an application
has.has.
1.    First locate the application giving you trouble.1.    First locate the application giving you trouble.
2.    Then select 'Get Info' from the 'File' menu.2.    Then select 'Get Info' from the 'File' menu.
3.    Look for the suggested memory box and increase it 50K - 100K.    See if this solves the 3.    Look for the suggested memory box and increase it 50K - 100K.    See if this solves the 
problem, if not simply repeat this process until the guns sound appears.    This should not problem, if not simply repeat this process until the guns sound appears.    This should not 
be a problem for most apps.be a problem for most apps.
See Below...See Below...

  

.    PROBLEM.    PROBLEM
Cursor changes into a watch and hides my gun cursor.Cursor changes into a watch and hides my gun cursor.

2.    ANSWER2.    ANSWER
System 7's finder and T/Maker's WriteNow application are two applications that do this.    It System 7's finder and T/Maker's WriteNow application are two applications that do this.    It 
is not a serious problem, the guns still shoot and sound.    But we are working on it.    Do notis not a serious problem, the guns still shoot and sound.    But we are working on it.    Do not
worry!worry!

3.    PROBLEM3.    PROBLEM
Madness sometimes works with the sounds and sometimes does not work with the soundsMadness sometimes works with the sounds and sometimes does not work with the sounds

3.    ANSWER3.    ANSWER
This problem is with System 6.x and the LC ONLY.    We are working on it.    Do not worry!This problem is with System 6.x and the LC ONLY.    We are working on it.    Do not worry!

If you Locate any other problems please either fax, write, or call us.  If you Locate any other problems please either fax, write, or call us.  
We want to solve the problems!We want to solve the problems!


